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by
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As Admiral N a r e s  lias shown in the above article, there are at present 
three methods of correcting for slope soundings obtained by echo, as these 
furnish the shortest distance from the bottom.
The first applies a plus correction to the echo distance obtained, plotting 
the sounding at the spot where the ship was at the moment of sounding.
The second does not alter the echo distance obtained, but plots the posi­
tion of the sounding by displacing that of the ship along the normal to the 
contour- line towards the shoaler depths.
The third applies a minus correction to the echo distance obtained, and 
plots the sounding on the vertical through the point on the bottom where 
the echo was produced, while displacing the ship's position along the normal 
to the contour line towards the shoaler depths.
The depth shown by the second method will lie between those given by 
the first and th ird ; the same applies to the positions.
L,et A x be the position of the ship, and H B  the bottom, assumed to be 
a plane inclined at an angle a. The echo distance is A XB. The first method 
plots the value A xB pa.t A x, by applying to the echo distance the plus correction
A 1B  ( - i ------- A
V cos a  j
The second method plots the value 
A 2B ”  =  A XB  at A 2, by displacing A x 
by the quantity
A xA 2 = A xB 1 ~ . cos a  .
sin a
The third method plots the value of AJB at A s, displacing A x by the 
quantity
A XA Z =  A XB sin a  
and applying to the echo distance the minus correction
A XB  (i —  cos a).
The two first methods have the disadvantage that they assume the slope 
to be the same between B  and B ’ . All three methods necessitate knowing 
the angle of slope a.
Comparatively widely-spaced soundings, such as can be taken by lead­
line, will only enable us to find the angle of slope if the latter is fairly regu­
lar. We shall obtain a much better result from echo soundings, which are 
generally very close together. We have shown in Vol. VII, N° 2, pp. 52 et 
seq. of the Hydrographic Review that by first plotting these soundings without 
any slope correction and tracing the contour lines resulting therefrom, we can 
for each sounding deduce from these depth lines a value (3 of the angle of 
slope, linked to the angle a  by the relation
tan (3 =  sin a
It will be easy then to deduce the exact value of a  from the knowledge of 
this value (3, which differs a little from it, especially if the slope is fairly 
steep.
The appended diagrams give, at sight, the value of the coefficient by 
which the echo depth A XB  must be multiplied to obtain in the same units 
the correction applicable either to this depth or to the ship’s position.
Diagram N° 1 is for use with the first method. We enter the vertical 
scale on the left with the figure denoting the difference, in metres or fathoms, 
in the value of two consecutive contour lines which include the sounding to 
be corrected; we follow the horizontal line from this figure as far as its inter­
section with the vertical line representing the distance between the two con­
tour lines, measured along a normal to these lines passing through the soun­
ding, reading the distance in metres or cables on the upper horizontal scale. 
We then take that one already marked or interpolated of the group of conver­
ging lines which passes through the point thus obtained, and follow it to its 
intersection with the right-hand or the lower edge of the diagram. A t this 
point of intersection (interpolating if necessary) we read the value of the desi­
red coefficient, using the inner scale of the border if the contour lines origi­
nated in soundings uncorrected for slope, otherwise the outer scale of the 
border.
The coefficient, multiplied by the echo depth, gives the quantity to be 
added to this depth to obtain a sounding corrected for slope, which will be 
plotted at the position of the sounding ship.
Diagram N° 2 is for use with the second method. It is used in exactly 
the same way as N° 1. The product of the coefficient obtained and the echo 
depth gives the displacement (in metres or fathoms according to the unit in 
use) which the ship’s position must undergo normally to the contour lines and 
towards the lesser depths, before plotting the sounding equal to the echo depth 
in the position thus found.
Diagram N° 3 is for use with the third method. Its use is again as 
before; but there are two coefficients to be determined. The first, read on 
the outer border, multiplied by the echo depth gives the quantity which must 
be subtracted from this depth to obtain a sounding corrected for slope. The 
other, read off the other border situated inside the first one, multiplied by 
the echo depth gives the displacement (in metres or fathoms) to be applied 
to the ship’s position, normally to the contour lines and towards the lesser 
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D IA G R A M  N ° 1. ( 1st m ethod: Factor for obtaining the correction to be added
to the sounding.)
[ Outer factor for true slope ; inner factor for a slope deduced from uncorrected 
echo soundings.]
A B A Q U E  N ° 1. ( l re méthode : Facteur pour correction additive de la sonde. )
[Facteur extérieur pour une pente vraie ; facteur intérieur pour une pente déduite 
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D IA G R A M  N ° 2. ( 2nd method : Factor for displacing the sounding towards
decreasing depths.)
[ Outer factor for true slope ; inner factor for a slope deduced from uncorrected 
echo soundings. ]
A B A Q U E  N ° 2. (2me méthode : Facteur pour déplacer la sonde vers les 1onds
décroissants.)
[ Facteur extérieur pour une pente vraie ; facteur intérieur pour une pente 
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D IA G R A M  N ° 3. (3rd method : )
1°) Outer scale : Factor for obtaining correction to be subtracted from the sounding. 
2°) Inner scale : Factor for displacing the sounding towards decreasing depths.
\Outer factor of each scale for true slope ; inner factor of each scale for a slope 
deduced from uncorrected echo soundings. ]
A BA Q U E  N ° 3. (3me méthode )
1°) Echelle extérieure : Facteur pour correction soustractive de la sonde.
2°) Echelle intérieure : Facteur pour déplacer la sonde vers les fonds décroissants.
[Facteur extérieur de chaque échelle pour une pente vraie ; facteur intérieur de chaque 
échelle pour une pente déduite de sondages par le son non corrigés. ]
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It would make for convenience to mount the diagrams on a sheet of 
cardboard and to pass a thread through the point of convergence of the lines 
of each diagram, to give substance to the line to be followed to obtain the 
required coefficient.
The frames of these diagrams are 40 X50 centimetres in dimensions. The 
inner border of the third diagram is 38 X48 centimetres. The scales adopted 
are 1/2000 for the difference in depth of contour lines and 1/5000 for their 
distance apart.
The numerical tables given herewith enable them to be constructed afresh-
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